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HINTS CONCERNING THE FIRST STUDY OF LAN-
GUAGE ON MISSIONARY SOIL.

REV. CHAUNCEY GOODRICH, D.D.

One day—long ago—a language gift was made to the

preachers of the new evangel. But all the days since men have

worked for the new tongue they were to use, and have acquired

it through a long and stammering process. There are two prin-

cipal methods of study, which may be spoken of as the old and

the new. The old and common method of learning a language

may be briefly described as sitting down with a native teacher,

spending several hours each day in reading after him from a book

of colloquial lessons, and in practicing those lessons with him,

the meanwhile laboring over the sentences and struggling to mas-

ter them. This method, as a rule, is painfully slow and disap-

pointing.

The new method may be called the child's method, which

is, in fact, the oldest of aU methods. It is a curious fact that

almost any child learns any language, that is, the ordinary collo-

quial, in a comparatively brief time; learns it so as to pronounce

correctly, and speak idiomatically and with, generally, accuracy.

His mistakes are chiefly the fault of his teachers, in other words,

of his environment. Man is born a monkey, and the mimetic

powers of the child are in continual exercise. What he hears he

produces with astonishing accuracy. And thus in a year or two

the child of four or five years learns the language of every-day

life.

In striking contrast to the ease, rapidity and accuracy of a
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child in mastering the superficial contents of a language, may be

noted the generally slow, difficult and imperfect acquisition of a

language by an adult. If he be on his feet in six months, and

speak with comparative freedom in a year, his progress is deemed

phenomenal. When we remember that the child is undisciplined,

while the adult is often trained by a score of years spent in vari-

ous mental gymnasia, the contrast becomes the greater marvel.

I have often watched a child in his language study,—for it is

a study,—curious to learn his secret. And I have noted that the

study of language enters into every nook and cranny of his life.

Does the child play? He learns the vocabulary of the play.

Does he dress? He learns the language of dress and the name

of every article of clothing. The same is true of everything

where his life touches the world. Suppose the child of five or six

wishes to use the word come in any one of a hundred combina-

tions, he would not stumble, nor hesitate for a moment, as many
a student with twenty or forty years' study of the language

behind him might sometimes do.

Whether the child has been sitting, walking, retiring, rising,

dressing, eating, working, playing, doing no matter what of a

thousand things, the sentences have been flying all around him

like bees about a hive. He has heard and repeated them with

tireless iteration and manifold combinations, till they have become

his permanent possession; and, so to speak, they are on deposit,

ready to draw out at a moment's notice. Granted that herein

lies the child's success, we may inquire, Can the adult imitate

successfully the child's method?

I am certain that he can. I well remember how a Mr. Maul-

main surprised me by the great advance he had made in speaking

Chinese during an absence in the interior of six months. His

idioms, the structure of his sentences, and his intonation were all

thoroughly Chinese. And yet Mr. Maulmain was an uneducated

man, who possessed the linguistic sense to a very limited degree,

and whose chief work was the distribution of Bibles. What
might be done by a scholar, with the aid of a teacher, pursuing
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the study of the language with undivided attention and unweary-

ing ardor!

As to the manner in which the child's method may be pur-

sued we will venture a few suggestions. Begin by securing, if

possible, a live teacher. Buy also the best available books. I

would not entirely reject books even at the beginning. Buy also

blank books for the pocket.

Commence your first lesson with talking. Your teacher

knows never a word of English. The new language is to you a

tangled and sunless forest. Never mind,

—

talk. Perhaps some

good friend will give you the phrase, ''What is this?" Here are

at least three words. This is ample vocabulary to begin with,

enough to set you bristling all over with interrogation points.

You begin with whatever may be in your room: table, chair,

clock, watch, door, etc. You repeat the names over and over,

again and again, after your teacher, imitating him in sound, pitch

and accent.

Suppose you begin with the table right in front of you. Play

table with your teacher. Tell him in sign language, table, table-

cloth, above the table, under the table, beside the table, lay on

the table, take off from the table, lift up the table, set down the

table, push the table, pull the table, turn the table, set the table,

brush the table, wash the table, wipe the table, round table,

square table, etc., etc. Use pantomime freely, and without fear

of losing your dignity. There is nothing in the above sentences

which you cannot give your teacher without the aid of an inter-

preter. He will give you back your sentences. If he is a live

man, he will also play at pantomime and give you other phrases.

Now, with your teacher, repeat these phrases over and over,

back and forth, up and down, throwing them up like dice, to

come down in miscellaneous confusion, all your senses being on

the alert. Play table say for an hour and a half. You will by

this time have earned a recess of fifteen minutes.

When you come back to your work, perhaps you would like

to write for fifteen minutes or half an hour. If the language you
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are learning chances to be the Chinese, daily practice in writing

—with a pencil or brush, as you please—will be invaluable.

After writing, repeat your ''table" lesson, using the vocabu-

lary you have gained for all that it is worth. A half hour will

do. Now go and practice on the first person you meet. From
the beginning mingle freely with the people, talking with them

and learning, not only the language, but also a great deal beside.

For the afternoon, repeat the lesson of the morning with

endless repetition and constant variation. You may finish the

day with an hour from your book of lessons, spicing the reading

as much as possible with conversation. If you find tones, as in

Chinese, you are to master them, but still chiefly by the imitative

method of the child.

Let the second day's work proceed as the first. Make large

demands on your memory. It will be strangely perverse and

unreliable at the first, proving a sieve, and dropping too many
words through it. But by hard work, constant insistance, and

continual repetition, words will by and by stick to you like burs

to a coat. Day by day take up new things, things right around

you, things in which the language impinges on daily life, anything

not abstract that interests you.

After the first fortnight ( ?) you may take a reading lesson in

the morning, as well as in the afternoon, always mixing in con-

versation freely with the reading. Some single sentences may
suggest a dozen others. Count it as nothing that you can read

the lesson. Master the lesson by making its sentences ready

coin in your pocket. Talk, repeat, everywhere to everybody,

till the sentences have become a part of yourself You will not

long complain of the method being too easy for your disciplined

mind!

Be always on the watch for new words and sentences, and

write them in your pocket note-book. Then take them to your

teacher at the first opportunity. Attend service from the first

Lord's day you are in your new home, and onward, jotting down
in your note-book (as unobserved as may be) words and phrases,
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making them the first order in Monday morning's lesson. You
will follow the preacher with some pleasure in two or three

months, and will afterward rapidly master his principal vocabu-

lary. Never lose a sentence from being ashamed e., too

proud) to ask for its repetition or interpretation. Think of every

sentence as a nugget of gold. You will rapidly grow rich.

After a few months you will learn new phrases with every

visit to the street: in the shop, at the fortune-teller's stand, from a

sleight of hand performer, at a small theatrical show, from per-

sons in a quarrel, from the sellers of small wares, from some

ragged beggar-looking vagrant who gathers a crowd and

harangues. From all these you will get capital sentences for

daily use. Shut your hand on them. Do not say, I have no

faculty for catching sentences on the wing. You never will seem

to possess such a faculty till you cultivate it. You will do well to

drop in to other chapels than your own and hear other preachers.

They will have pet phrases and choice idioms which you will soon

learn. By hearing many persons you will enrich your vocabu-

lary. Wherever you go, talk and ask questions. It is your

business everywhere and—nearly— always.

But this article has reached its limit, and I can only add

that, during my life in China, I have become more and more

impressed with the need of a "new departure'' here. If there is

a method by which our tongues may be loosed within a year, so

as to speak with freedom and considerable effectiveness, having

meanwhile laid a splendid foundation upon which to build in future

years,—for we are always to be students of the language,—let us

by all means seek to discover it. And let us pursue it with perse-

verance and enthusiasm, never being turned aside by the

delusive imagining that we might make more scholarly progress

by the constant reading of books. The method of success is the

method for the scholar, even though it consist in following a child.

"It is never too early to begin preparing for a large result."

Charles Parkhurst, D. D.
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A SUMMER FINANCIAL CAMPAIGN:

GEORGE SHERWOOD EDDY.

In the June Volunteer of last year a plan was suggested

for missionary work in the summer. Training conferences were

held at Geneva and Northfield and fifty-six men engaged in the

work, giving from one Sunday to a month of their time to it.

When it is remembered that the work was done at the most

unfavorable time during the hot months, largely among the

smaller churches inaccessible to other missionary speakers, and

that the majority did not take up collections or subscriptions, the

results are very gratifying as the table following will show.

What do these figures represent? They only cover the

work done by the three score of volunteers who attended the

training conferences. The money raised was but a small first-

fruits of their work. In the spread of missionary intelligence,

in the deepening of lives touched by men who had given them-

selves to foreign service, and in the quickening and moulding of

the young people and children who are to form the future church,

the work will reach beyond our calculation. It would have been

well worth all the effort for the valuable training and great bless-

ing to the volunteers themselves. Those who gave the most

time to the work accomplished the greatest results. Several

volunteers who went together, one or two groups who went on

bicycles through the smaller towns in their state, and a few of

the young women, were especially successful. Some paid their

own way selling books and were given abundant opportunities for

speaking by pastors and young people's societies. The small

cost of the work is encouraging. Every dollar of expense

returned twenty-fold in immediate results. The average volunteer

spoke eight times, addressed 708 persons, and raised $78.64 at a

cost of $3. 65. This by no means represents the good done. Is

this worth accomplishing? If every volunteer did the same this

summer there would be a return of three hundred thousand dol-
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lars, and two million five hundred thousand people would be

reached

!

This work should continue and enlarge. We should begin

to plan for it at once. Every volunteer will have a talent of

twelve Sundays to account for. Some could give a month to the

work. If at all possible attend the Training Conferences for the

Summer workers which will be held, in addition to the Missionary

Institutes, at Northfield, Geneva and Knoxville. If the Lord

does not permit this, do not neglect the talent He has given you.

Send a preliminary letter endorsed by your pastor or professor to

pastors and young people's societies near your home. Arrange

for Sunday ser\'ices, prayer-meetings, and especially young peo-

ple's meetings and Sunday schools in as many different churches

as possible. Always work in harmony with the pastor of the

church you visit. Observe Dr. George Smith's caution, "Each

volunteer should summon to his or her support abroad the Chris-

tians of the congregation, community or district around, in a way

that will not only not interfere with the church's or society's cen-

tral fund, but must in the end stimulate its increase." Endeavor

to secure definite results in each meeting. Meet the Missionary

Committee for planning and prayer to increase their giving or

undertake some definite object in keeping with the desire of their

Board (see May Volunteer, page 145). All subscriptions

should go through the regular church channels without being

handled by the volunteer, nor should his expenses be met by

collections or deducted from contributions, for the Board. Enter-

tainment, however, and usually car-fare will be provided by the

church visited. If not, the small amount necessary may be raised

from friends, your own church or Volunteer Band. The Lord

will provide for any work He would have done if we trust Him
to supply all our need.

"Prayer and pains through faith in Jesus Christ will do any-

things Do you believe this for yourself? We shall pass through

this summer but once. Shall our talent be hidden in selfish ease

or timorous inactivity? We shall never drift into a great result
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and postponed ''greater things" are never done. Let us imitate

Samuel Mills, the first volunteer of this century. "When not ready-

to go to the foreign field he could not wait in idleness. No
dreams of a field more to his liking kept him from tilling the

field at his feet. He waited not for an opportunity to turn up;

he made the opportunity. He made himself master of facts and

used them as shot and shell to beat down the walls ofcarelessness

and indifference," until he had raised up three great missionary

movements before he had left the country. Though different, the

need on the foreign field will never be more real than at present

in the church at home. For the awakening of the small portion

of that church which you might touch this summer you are

responsible. Like Carey, may we touch every one we meet for

missions and for Christ. Each day has its opportunity, each

hour its plan. ''Now let me burn out for God."

The following table shows the results, so far as known, of

the work done during the past summer by fifty-six volunteers

who attended the Training Conferences at Northfield and Geneva:

Volunteers engaged in the work ... ^6

Church Audiences Addressed - - - 276

Young People's Societies - . - - 104

Sunday Schools ----- 37

Mission Circles - - _ . - 48

Parlor Conferences . . . - 10

Amounts Collected or Subscribed - - - $4404.43

Total Expense in doing the work - - 204.50

Churches led to give vv^iich before gave nothing - 26

Mission Bands and Study Classes organized - 20

Number of different persons addressed - - 39,625

HINDERED VOLUNTEERS.

W. J. WANLESS, M. D.

If volunteers are hindered from going to the field, the reason

for such hindrance will lie largely with themselves.
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First. They may be rejected for health reasons. If, in spite

of proper care in this regard, they are rejected on account of ill

health, this will be clearly a providential obstacle to their going,

and one over which they have no control; hence, it may be taken

as an indication of God's will that they should remain at home.

Such volunteers, if true to Christ, will remain volunteers in heart

and work for foreign missions though the sphere and form of

labor may have been changed.

Second. Volunteers may be prevented, or at least tem-

porarily hindered from going to the field, owing to lack of funds

in the treasury of the Church or mission board. Here a respon-

sibility rests upon individual volunteers and Bands during their

final year, namely that of interesting churches and young people's

societies so as to receive their personal support and that of mis-

sions in general. The boards and the churches are not altogether

responsible for the hindrance of volunteers. The volunteers have

a duty in this regard and until they have done all which, by

God's strength and given opportunity they may do, the responsi-

bility cannot readily be shifted from themselves to the church or

board. It is Christ who commands us to go, not the churches.

Third. Volunteers may be hindered by lack of interest and

purpose or by the unsettling of convictions. Lack of intensity

in understanding what the will of God is and in doing it may also

hinder a volunteer. Self is generally at the root of these evils.

A new prospect at home, a more inviting call or an apparently

more suitable opportunity to engage temporarily in work here

may result in the permanent anchorage of the volunteer in this

country while it may be clearly God's will that he should go

direct to the field. Affection for "a friend" is another of . the

subtle devices of Satan which may side-track some vulnerable

volunteer and keep him at home while it may manifestly be God's

plan that he should go.

Remedy: Prove "that which is acceptable unto God" by

abiding in Christ, and by "practicing the presence of God" and

by growing daily into the "deeper life."
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Many of our volunteers will this fall enter upon their foreign

work. To all such we commend Dr. Goodrich's timely sugges-

tions concerning the first stage of language study abroad. The
fact that he is one of the very few perfect masters of colloquial

Chinese, as well as a fine classical scholar, does not enforce his

advice so much as do the months of time wasted in every field,

because missionaries do not follow some such system.

We publish in Mr. Eddy's article what is practically a report of

the result of the Missionary Institute campaign training classes of

last season. Such a beginning ought to be the most forceful stimu-

lus to a renewal of the campaign this summer. Yet, encourag-

ing as the statistics are, the figures would be still more remark-

able if the work of all of our volunteers could be added. Thus,

including a month given by two of our secretaries last year, the

amount swells to a total of $10,704.43 contributed to the Boards,

—an increase of $6,832 over previous giving,—while the number

of people addressed would be 43,825. In view of these facts,
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let a multitude of willing volunteers enlist for this campaign dur-

ing the coming vacation, receiving the necessary preparation,

therefore, at the sessions of the Missionary Institute devoted to

such training.

Mr. Gelwick's contribution admirably supplements Mr.

Eddy's by showing what one Band proposes to do in this direc-

tion. Why not, similarly,—better, if you can,—organize your

own Band for definite service during the summer?

Volunteers have a special responsibility in the matter of

seeing that the missionary interests of their institutions are repre-

sented at the Summer Schools. The several circulars of these

Schools state, that among the three most important delegates,

who "should be sent, even if their entire expenses have to be

paid," is "the leader of the Volunteer Band, or, if there are

no volunteers, some person who can assume the leadership of the

missionary department." See that the best representatives are

sent and remember that you, though absent, may exert a deep

influence. The Band may helpfully covenant to pray in private

and unitedly, that the Summer Schools may prove "valleys of

decision" to many students, and mountain tops of preparation

and inspiration to all.

STUDENT SUMMER CONFERENCES FOR 1896.

College Young Men s Christian Associations

:

Cazadero, Cal., May 22-31.

Lake Geneva, Wis., June 19-28.

Knoxville, Tenn., June 19-28.

Northfield, Mass., June 26-July 5.

Colli ge Young Women's Christian Associations

:

Asheville, N. C.
, June 12-22.

Mills College, Cal., June 19-29.

Lake Geneva, Wis., June 30-July 9.

Northfield, Mass., July 10-20,
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VOLUNTEER AND KINDRED MOVEMENTS ABROAD.

The year has been marked above all that have preceded it

as one of general missionary awakening and organization among
students. It began with the formation at Wadstena, Sweden, in

August last, of the World's Student Christian Federation. Built

upon the foundations of our Intercollegiate Y. M. C. A., the

British College Christian Union, the German University Christian

Alliance, the Scandinavian University Christian Movement, and

the Y. M. C. A. Movement in foreign lands, its three- fold object

is: (i) to unite students' Christian movements or organizations

throughout the world; (2) to collect information regarding the

religious condition of the students in all lands; (3) to promote

the following lines of activity, (a) to lead students to become

disciples of Jesus Christ as only Saviour and God, (b) to deepen

the spiritual life of students, (c) to enlist students in the

work of extending the kingdom of Christ throughout the whole

world

.

Mr. Mott, as General Secretary of the Federation and like-

wise as representing the Intercollegiate Y. M, C. A. and our

Volunteer Movement, has spent the year in a tour through

Europe, Western Asia, Egypt, India, Ceylon and Australia, and

is at present beginning a campaign in China. At St. Croix, a

Swiss Northfield, in Catholic Italy, Austria and Hungary, in

Bulgaria, at Constantinople during the October reign of terror,

in the Bible lands of Asia Minor, Syria and Palestine, and in

the two Christian student centers of Egypt, Cairo and Asyut, he

has forcefully presented the personal claims of Christ upon the

student's entire life, the helpfulness of associated effort and the

colossal needs of the heathen world.

Reports of his work in Australia, undertaken in response to

an appeal sent to the British Volunteer Union and made possible

by their generosity, have not reached us, but a copy of the

Indian Witness gives a glowing account of the results attending

the Conferences held by him and other volunteer and student
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leaders of India. In the five conventions held at Bombay, Lahore,

Lucknow, Calcutta and Madras, nearly one-half of the missionar}-

body of the Empire assembled with a multitude of native students

for the purpose of promoting spiritual life and activity among

Christian students, to discuss the most approved methods for

reaching non- Christian students, to consider the important part

which educated young men must take in the evangelization of

India, and to unitedly wait upon God for power from on high.

These gatherings were pentecostal to the missionaries and led

to the conversion of many students, to the volunteering and

the subsequent formation into an India and Ceylon Volunteer

Movement of nearly 100 young men, and to a general decision to

keep the morning watch. When has that ancient Empire seen

such days as these!

The recent Liverpool Conference has been followed by a

marked awakening along missionary lines on the Continent, while

outlying countries like Spain and South Africa have been

touched with the volunteer fire. Other notes of progress are the

development of the student work in India under men like our

former secretaries, Wilder, White and Forman, and the no less

auspicious beginning of our Educational Secretary, Mr. Lyon's,

work as General Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. in China. Mr.

Wishard, accompanied by Donald Eraser, Chairman of the

British Volunteer Union, is soon to hold a convention in the mis-

sionary interest among the students of South Africa, which can-

not fail to be most significant, built as it is upon large faith and

abundant prayer.

In view of these developments, the adoption by the British

Volunteer Union of our watch-cry, "The Evangelization of the

World in this Generation," is a prophecy w^hich seems much
nearer its fulfilment than it did a year since. Should any, not-

withstanding these events, feel appalled at the thought of the

magnitude of the enterprise and the inadequacy of our present

force, let them remember that we have an omnipotent God who
has said, "For this moreover will I be inquired of by the house
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of Israel to do it for them; I will increase them with men like a

flock." "Ask of me, and I will give thee the nations for thine

inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy pos-

session."

THE YEAR IN THE HOME FIELD.

In lieu of a complete report of the year's work, which can-

not be made out until July when all the statistics will have reached

the office, we give a summary account of the V^olunteer Move-

ment's progress during the past eight months. While many
items cannot be mentioned at all, and though others are neces-

sarily understated, the reader cannot but feel that much progress

has been made, for which we should be grateful.

1. As last year, the Movement has had in the field four

traveling secretaries, Messrs. Brodnax and Marshall giving their

time to institutions of various grades, while Miss Spencer has

visited women's colleges, and Dr. Wanless has made a specialty

of medical schools, though he has likewise visited many other

institutions. Mr. Sharman has continued his important work as

General Secretary and Mr. Beach has been in charge of the

Educational Department and edited the X^olunteer. In Mr.

Mott's absence, Mr. Brockman has acted as Chairman of the

Executive Committee, and has planned the tours and had general

oversight of the traveling secretaries.

2. The territory covered by the year's visitation has

included 31 states, the District of Columbia and the provinces of

Quebec and Ontario, or practically the whole countr}- except the

Pacific slope and some sparsely settled states and territories.

Mr. Brodnax and Miss Spencer have each visited 15 states, Mr.

Marshall 16 states and the largest number of institutions, in,

and Dr. Wanless 14 states and two provinces. Together they

have reached during the year 365 institutions, an average of 91

each. Mr. Brodnax has spent most of his time in the east and in

the interior, Mr. Marshall in the south and west, Miss Spencer in
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the south and east, and Dr. Wanless in the interior, in Canada,

and in the east.

3. The work done by these secretaries cannot well be

expressed in figures, though it may be said that up to the middle

of April they had addressed 474 student audiences, had given 64

addresses to others than students, and had held 13 16 personal

interviews with students concerning their life work, this last item

being, perhaps, the most far-reaching of all. Dr. Wanless, com-

ing with a ripe experience as a physician in India, has been espe-

cially blessed in awakening a wide missionary interest in the

medical colleges, while Miss Spencer has been especially success-

ful in encouraging and organizing mission study classes. The

other secretaries have done faithful work along general lines.

Though the year closes August 31st, and many volunteers reach

their decision as the result of the summer schools and the special

study and prayer ofthe long vacation, 684 names have been added

to our membership list during the eight months.

4. The organ of the Movement, The Student Volun-

teer, has been doing a broader service, though less intensive,

than our secretaries even. Its 3200 paid subscribers are found in

all the grand divisions of North America except Alaska, Arizona,

Idaho, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Utah and Wyoming, to say

nothing of its wider constituency on foreign fields.

5. Perhaps the three most notable facts of the year at

home, as revealed by the records of the General Secretary, are:

(i) the opening up of the work in medical colleges, which has

been seriously attempted this year for the first time; (2) a grow-

ing stability of purpose and definiteness of aim in the work of the

Bands; (3) the marked extension and favorable development of

mission study under the Educational Department. In the Octo-

ber Volunteer the hope was expressed that the 1400 students

of the study courses of last year might be increased to 3000.

This number has been far exceeded in the 392 classes thus far

enrolled in the courses of this year, though the exact student

enrollment cannot yet be given.
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MISSION STUDY COURSES FOR THE YEAR 1896-97.

Leaders of mission study classes who are unable to attend

the Missionary Institutes of the Summer Schools should know the

plans for next year's work, that they may prepare for it during

the summer months. As previously announced, the course for

the fall term will be upon Missionary Biography, when the Hfe

and work of Mackay of Africa, Duff of India, Judson of Burma
and Dr. Mackenzie of China will be studied. Leaders are advised

to master during the vacation the best biographies of each of

these men. * 'Mackay of Uganda," by his sister, $1.24, "Life of

Alexander Duff," by George Smith, LL. D., $1.00, "The Life

of Adoniram Judson," by his son, Edward Judson, D. D., $1.50,

and "John Kenneth Mackenzie," by Mrs. M. I. Bryson, $1.24,

will prove more helpful than other volumes. The course for the

second term will be on Missionary History, in preparing for

which Warneck's "Outline History of Protestant Missions," $1.27,

or Smith's "Short History of Missions," 92 cents, should be

read. The course for the third term will be upon Missionary

Methods, for which we recommend " Methods of Missionary

Work," by 1. L. Nevius, D. D., 25 cents, or, better still, "The
Report of the Centenary Conference on Foreign Missions held in

London 1888," 2 vols., $1.79. The above books can be secured

at the prices named from the office of the Movement.

Though inexpensive text- books will be prepared or furnished

for members of the class, the above works will also be needed

for side-light studies. They should be purchased now that the

leaders may have them for their exclusive use at a time when the

class do not need them. If leaders for these three courses have

not yet been appointed, it should be done before vacation.

Readers of The Student Volunteer will please keep in

mind the fact that the next number does not appear till October

ist, which will be Vol. V., No. i. An index to Vol. IV. is

printed in this issue.
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VOLUNTEER MISSIONARY CAMPAIGN IN THE OHIO
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES.

GEO. L. GELWICKS, UNIVERSITY OF WOOSTER.

The Wooster Volunteer Band has adopted the following

plan for systematic summer work.

I. The Plan: To have volunteers give a missionary

address in every church that we can reach. To accomplish

this: ( I ) Circuits will be arranged with two men on each and so

planned that each route will end at the place of starting. There

will be an address each day in a different place by one speaker of

the Circuit. Thus forty-four churches will be reached by a Cir-

cuit in as many days. Visitation of Circuits will last six weeks,

from July ist to August 14th. (2 ) Districts will be mapped out,

including the churches within a radius of twenty-five miles from

a given center. A volunteer will speak in these on Sundays

and Wednesdays. (3) Fields, including a Presbytery or less,

will be assigned in which young lady volunteers will visit the

existing Women's Societies and assist in organizing new ones.

The young ladies will spend four weeks in this work.

II. The Means: (i) The Circuits will be self-supporting.

The plan is to have each church visited furnish entertainment,

and transportation to the next place. The distance will never be

'

more than fifteen miles by buggy or twenty-five by railroad. ( 2)

The men on Districts will have bicycles. (3 ) The young ladies

will expect entertainment and traveling expenses,—the lattermost

likely from Presbytery. (4) A cash fund to meet emergencies

will be provided by solicitation.

III. Organization: (i) The Synodical Committee of

Foreign Missions will have general oversight. (2) The Presby-

terial Committees will make all arrangements in their respective

churches. (3) The Circuits and Districts are made out at

Wooster and forwarded to the Synodical Committee, who send

them to the Presbyteries. (4) Full reports of all the work will

be kept.
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IV. Methods: (i ) The prime object of this work is to

educate our churches upon Missions. The addresses will strive to

show, (a) the needs of the world, (b) the success of Missions,

(c) The duty of the Church and Christians. (2) Systematic

giving will be urged, by means of cards pledging certain amounts

weekly or monthly; all money to be sent through regular channels

to the Boards. Cash collections will be avoided. (3) Maps

and charts will be used to assist the speakers. (4) Samples of

the best missionary literature will be shown, for which orders will

be taken. (5) Special emphasis will be laid on consultation

with the workers of Young People's Societies. (6) Much
prayer will be the secret, if this plan is blessed of God.

THE VOLUNTEER'S VACATION OPPORTUNITIES.

JOHN L. MARSHALL, JR.

During vacation the majority of volunteers have more time

for special study along missionary lines than in the college year.

The importance of improving this can not be over-estimated.

The vacation opportunity to influence others for missions is also

great; but the purpose of this article is to emphasize that which

is even more vital,—the duty of the volunteer to inform himself

concerning missions and to prepare for the work.

The opportunities for special preparation are many. If the

volunteer expects to be an educational missionary, teachers

institutes and conventions will afford the means of learning

methods that will be of priceless value later on. He may well

learn something concerning industrial lines of work. Mackay's

experience in Africa vividly demonstrates the value of such

knowledge in some fields. The volunteer should consider no

knowledge useless to him that may be of service to his fellow-

men. He should learn of the various kinds of Christian work in

this country,—house-to-house visitation, city missions, prison

work and charities. Many volunteers will learn of these during
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vacation, or not until taught in the severe school of experience in

some dark land.

The volunteer will have much leisure for the reading of mis-

sionary literature. During the past months he has often desired-

more time for missionary reading. He has it now. Will he

improve it? If not now, when? His reading should include

missionary history, biography, fields and methods. The reading,

however, should be study, and should be systematic. The

points of personal help should be noted down, and lived. Special

facts that will be helpful in future meetings should be recorded.

One volunteer has arranged his summer's work so that he may
devote half of the time to the study of missionary and kindred

topics. Are there not others who can do the same?

He will also have greater opportunity for Bible study than

at college. It is true that the one who neglects Bible study in

his busiest day, will neglect it if he has hours of leisure. Most

students, however, can give more time to this work in vacation

than during the college session. Each volunteer should look

back over the last year and think of the character of his spiritual

life. Has it been shallow? Has he won a soul for Christ? Has

his work been of the "hay and stubble" kind? Volunteers will

do little for foreign missions among his fellow-students if their

life does not shine out for Christ in the home-work. May each

of us make so much of Bible study this summer that Christ's

words may truly abide in us. Then the desire for it will become so

strong that in the coming year the great pressure of college life

will not rob us of our daily time for the study of the Scriptures.

The vacation means opportunity for prayer. How we have

neglected that these past months, and now they have gone forever!

Let us realize that the greatest need of the church is that of men
and prayer, and endeavor to supply that need. The privilege of

prayer is one of the greatest that God has given to man. The
use of that privilege is the most pleasing service w-e can render

to God. But the prayer habit cannot be formed in a day. May
each volunteer, then, strive above all things to deepen his prayer
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life during these summer months. The success of the work next

year depends upon it and far more. Paul went into Arabia, that

marked an epoch in his Hfe. Let each volunteer seek his Arabia

for communion with God. Gal. i. 15-17. "They that wait upon

the Lord shall renew their strength, they shall mount up with

wings as eagles, they shall run and not be weary, they shall walk

and not faint." Isa. xl. 31.

MISSIONARY LITERATURE.

"Make Jesus King." The report of the International Students'

Missionary Conference. Liverpool, Jan. 1-5, 1896. London: the Student

Volunteer Missionary Union, 93 Aldergate Street, E. C. Cloth, 5>^x8>^

in., pp. xii. and 328. Price at S. V. M. F. M. office. Si. 50, postage paid.

To the editorial mention of this book made in the May num-

ber, p. 151, something should be added. The character of the

speakers, the importance of the topics discussed, and its value as

part of the history of our Movement, make it a necessity for

each volunteer. Wide-awake missionary secretaries like Eugene

Stock, Dr. George Smith, Wardlaw Thompson and Miss Gol-

lock; spiritual leaders, such as G. H. C. Macgregor and F. B.

Meyer; prominent missionaries, among them C. T. Studd of

China, Pilkington of Uganda, and our Canadian hero, Egerton

Young; forceful missionary speakers, among whom were Mrs.

Maclaren and Dr. A. T. Pierson; well known students, like

Sherwood Eddy and the Chairman, Donald Eraser: these could

not but give utterance to helpful and inspiring addresses. The

topics treated had mainly to do with God's plan for the world,

the soul life and preparation of His messengers, the wide harvest

fields, and the urgent summons to these fields. While the sec-

tional meetings devoted to different countries and lines of effort

were very suggestive, the reports are disappointingly brief So,

too, it has been impossible to reproduce the spiritual impression

made on every heart, though the story of the Conference is, in

the main, admirably told.
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